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GIVING DRAMA. THE SPOTLIGHT
—

Ad Karns

University dramatics as an activity has increased in
importance in the last few years. As the theater has
swept westward from New York City, after the decay of
road companies and stock companies, the University The
ater with the Civic or Community Theater has begun to
have its place.
This activity in a University can be justified
depending upon who is putting forth the argument.
Ob
viously 'the person in charge of drama rarely has any
trouble justifying the activity, while the deans, scho
larship committee and occasionally a casual bystander,
tisually one who has purchased a ticket, can put forth
pretentious arguments that are calculated to prove that
dramatics have no more place in the university as a cur
ricular activity than a course in dart throwing.
On these pages we ehal3. make no effort to sus
tain, over-ride, or argue about justification. Vis should,
however,, like to point out what, in our estimation,
dramatics in the University should aim to do. If we set
down several objectives for a dramatics program we find
it is hard to say thal any one is more important tnan
the other but that they rro all correlated and depend one
upon the other to a certain extent for oii^-Lr relative
importance. On paper the objectives .look somewhat like
this: 1, to provide an outlet for expression;
2, e
means of training;
5, eatertaini.is.au uni education value;
d, to publicize the University or College.

2.
In a discussion of the first objective, to pro
vide an outlet for expression much could be said for or
against the necessity for an "outlet for expression”—
assuming that there is a need for expression and that
students can find in dramatics an outlet.
It seems ob
vious that a college dramatics program should provide
such a means to as large a number of students as possible.
Drama can do much to assist students in
overcoming se'lf-consciousness and provide a certain kind
of relaxation that is necessary in order to allow them
to express themselves effectively off the stage as well
as on. Cf course, needless to say, there are a number
of students in College who are at all times so completely
relaxed that they can sleep soundly in the face of a bril
liant lecture in the class room. The relaxation of which
we speak is of a more active kind.
In providing a means
of expression for students drama can take on to a certain
extent, therapeutic values, however, this does not mean
that an instructor in dramatics should be a psychiatrist
nor does it mean that he should spend all his time strug
gling with problem children. There are enough relatively
normal students who need a creative outlet to take up an
instructors time. The criticism, too, can sometimes be
directed against drama groups as a whole; their main trou
ble is that they aie too expressive.
One or two, loud
mouthed, arty, long-haired, unrestrained, exhibitionists
in any dramatic organization can blacken the eyes of
Thespis from early beginnings on down.
Obviously if
dramatics is going to provide a means of expression for
any student or group of students on the campus, the ulti
mate objective must be to provide a means of expression
through audience participation to the community as a
whole.
When ?:e discuss the second objective, dramatics
as a means of training we are on somewhat safer ground.
But even here the self appointed critics are inclined to
depricate the value of college dramatics as a means of
training students for anything other than raising general
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Hell.
Of course, there are those blasphemous people
who contend behind closed doors and in low whispers that
football is not character building but really wrecks many
a young man for life by making him vicious and aggressive
in an uncivilized fashion. Play production is one craft
where actual participation provides the greatest
training value. College students who participate in
dramatics and who take courses in drama get in this par
ticipation basic training waich assists them in teaching.
Since the stock company, the great training ground for
the professional theater, is as dead as the well known
door nail, a College or University must provide the basic
training period for the professional theater. Participa
tion in University dramatics does not, however, provide
more than basic training, but it should serve as an impetus
for these people with genuine talent who desire graduate
work. University dramatics should increase the appreci
ation of not only those who partici ate in dramatics active
ly out those who par.icipate as an audience, inasmuch as
almost any community with a little "life and push” has
a community group of seme kind, University graduates can
continue their participation after graduation, sometimes
in a new town or even in their old heme town. They will
find through the local drama groups new social and business
contacts which may be of some value.
Those trained in
University drama are better able to organize and promote
such projects.
Third, education value for 6he entire community.
The problem of providing entertainment by the means of plays
does not differ widely from one spot to another, probably
the marked difference lies in the fact that the audience
which lacks experience in play-going is the toughest au
dience to play to. People without much background in the
ater going, fancy themselves expert critics as soon as they
clutch their wee bit of paste board in their tight little
fist.
Of course, every person regardless of his ex
perionce in theater-going has the right to criticize any-
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thing they see in the theater, they have the right to
decide for themselves and make an effort to understand
what is going on. The theater is a land of make believe,
the audience will get the greatest appreciation from
plays if they will take with them, in addition to their
high-powered critical powers, a little "willing suspension
of disbelief."
Past history of the theater indicates that the.
great general audience will enjoy and appreciate drama
when they can believe it is worth while.
The problems
of producing plays for University audiences are not
radically different from those in producing for any other
audiences. University audiences as ;;ell as any other
audience will not stand for having things put over on
them, and above all, they will not stand for having their
intelligence compromised by too frequent appearances
of light, frothy, and inconsequential plays.
On the
other hand, they will not stand for having their intelli
gence taxed by too frequent appearances of arty, dull plays.
The University theater should be interested
in experimentation and production of new plays.
Inasmuch
as the theater is a combination of a craft and a business,
a University drama group must kee; its eye on the box
office, attempt to present an interesting and varied
program.
*/hen a University drama organization presents
a good, varied program each year,
particularly in areas
where professional drama sees the light of day rarely,
the publicity value of such a program is obvious. Unfor
tunately for College dramatics, too many times the personel
of tne group is made up of people who are more interested
in playing at being in the theater than working for the
theater. The student body is too many times inclined
to judge the entire barrel of apples because of a few
rotten ones probably because of the smell. This begets
unsolicited derrogatory publicity for the entire group.
There is nothing unusual in this situation because it
happens to every organization on every campus and by the

nature of theater business greater prominence is given
to theater personel.
College dramatics have been occupying in the
last few years an increasinly important position in the
life of the community as well as the University. 'That
will happen to such programs in the next few years is,
of course, difficult to tell. The production of a play
calls for a highly specialized kind of team work and coope
ration. The theater has always been a very democratic
activity, where faculty members and students, rich man
and poor man, dope and honor student can work together
and help each other to the common end. The sooner every
body concerned with University dramatics makes an effort
to realize all of the possibilities in University dramatic
the sooner the program can be placed on a significant
basis.

WHISPERING
— Joyce Stubblefield

The pale moon rose out of the dark
Silhouetting the tree. White and stark,
It stood against the mid-night sky.
Nothing stirred. The shadows were still.
Then, as the silver streamed over the hill.
The wind seemed to whispor; the tree, reply.
The breeze was excited as it talked to the tree,
And told bits of nows that weren't for me.
And I saw the tree laugh, and I heard the tree cry.
They spoke in a language, old as the sod--One understood only by God.
We could just wonder, the moon and I.
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THE THREE BEARS
— Claudina Fenoglj o

Once upon a time there were three bears, the
mother, the father, and the brat— Gus. They lived in a
little wood just outside of Red Lodge, in a little ham
burger joint. Mom did all the work, Pa took all the dough,
and Gus did all the spending.
It was a peaceful summer day. Mom was cooking
hamburgers according to her motto— she flipped ’em and flopped
\em, and slipped ’em and slopped ’em.
Pa was slouched
over the counter with his Carbon Copy before him and his
li’l o l ’ brown jug beside him (from which he stole many
a swig when Mom w a s n ’t looking).
T h a t ’s just exactly what
he was up to when Mom blew the bugle for Mess.
Gus threw
down the new record he was swingin’ and singin* to, and ran
for the Mess -^all, beating Pa there by a nose. They all
sat and dived for the g r u l e . BUT when Gus took his first
shovelful, it burned his trap, and he immediately made use
of the prized French lingo that h e ’d heard from Pa. Then
Mom looked up so he buttoned his lip.
//hen the same bla
zing thing happened to Pa and Mom, a decision had to be
made. So Mom, the brainstorm of the outfit, said, "Let’s
go for a spin." Everyone having agreed on this, they put
the combination lock on the door, crawled into G u s ’s Model T,
and jerked out of sight.
About this time, a peroxide blond who looked
like a duplicate of Lana Turner and who went by the handle
of Goldilocks, got the same idea.
<p.e slipped into her new
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"sloppy Joe" and hopped into her Rolls Royce and skidded off.
"I jus1 jove seeing the country in the summertime,"
she said to herself, as the speedometer mounted to 125.
Suddenly, she came to a quick stop— just at the Bears*
Hamburger Joint.
"Darn, out of gas!” Then spying the
one-arm dive by the side of the road, she delightedly went
to the door, cracked the lock and barged in to see three
scrumpious looking hamburgers staring her in the face.
She leaped at them with alacrity.
In one mouthful they
were digested by our little friend. At last, with food
coming out of her ears, she moved on to G u s ’s room v/here
his phonograph was playing "Treat Me Daddy 8 at the Bar” .
Goldie got in the groove mighty snappy— she was an A-l
hep cat— and had a regular jam session.
After sheTd had enough, she looked towards
the beds and decided she1d hit the hay. The first bed
squeaked, the second had a lumpy mattress, but the third
was a Simmons bed with an intprspring mattress, and here
Goldie sprawled to grab a little shut-eye.
Time marche on! Then— Crash!
Bang! Rattle!
Here came G u s ’s jitney round the bend of the bridge.
Home Sweet Home! And the 3 B's clambered out of the bus >
grumbling and mumbling about their late breakfast,
ilhen
they saw the lock busted, Pa yelled, "What the — -!
»
said "Who the---#$#$$$#??”
And Gus said "How the — “ •
(But he left out the rest).

IT

Single-file, they sneaked into the room---Mom
first, Pa last. Six wide eyes scanned the room, and rested
upon the table that now resembled Mother Hubbard’s
Cupboard. Gus yelped, "That drip drooped in and et my
hamboiger?”
Then as they glanced toward the mussed beds,
Pa growled "It’s the Japs!” And they all shifted uneasily*
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But Mora had seen a blond mop of wool on the
pillow of G u s Ts bed and pointed. Pa jumped and purred,
"A blonde!w "Pa! Remember yore an o l T man," remonstrated
Mom with that well-known look in her eye. G-us was just
taken back by such a good-looking dame.
Slowly and leisurely, Goldilocks awoke, and upon
seeing her audience, smiled very gracefully, and yawned
a mouthful. Then rolling her large blue eyes at Pa, she
started to make her exit.
"Hussy," thought Mom.
"Well
now,* I m u s T be running along.
I simply m u s f. I have a
heavy date tonight at the Cocoanut Grove.
I had a mos*
wonderful time here and all that.
It jus * curdles me to
leave y o ! all! And she trucked out.
Pa sighed like he'd seen Robert Taylor do, and
murmuring half to himself, but loud enough for Mom to
hear, "What a peach!"
And as we leave this peaceful household, the
atmosphere gets suddenly filled with lamps, rolling pins,
vases, silverware, dishes, and various odds and ends
flying out of the window.
Oh yes, and in their midst
comes Pa flying out also, but with Mom after him, and he
makes a hasty retreat to the deep dark woods. Ai^d now
again Mom ruled over the place with an iron fist and a
belligerent look in her eye which told everyone that no
one could live happily ever after around there for a
while*

A ROSE
— Norma Lemke
The rose was a crimson palace,
Each petal a velvet chair
On which a crystal dew drop shone.
Like a fairy sitting there*

L
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HOME
•Pat Cohe

Sitting at the desk, the sunset light streaming
through the window by the math books, Jim nestled his chin in
his small brown hands and sent his thoughts home. Home was
a cracker-box house with wilting geraniums in the window,
south of Billings* Home was filled with four squalling,
happily hungry, brown babies. It was where his small, bent
Japanese parents in wide straw hats came in from the beet
fields to tend to their babies and bring them up on stories
of th misery and starvation of their old home, Japan.
These thoughts surged in his mind and sent tremors through
him. It wasn't Home— to him. It was all right for the
younger ones. They hadn’t been flung by the centrifugal
force of free education out of the circle of ignorant con—
tentment and happiness. He realized that someday they would
grow up. Someday they, too, would go to American schools,
be with American children, learn American ways, and and,
well, be an American.
American. He felt American. He loved the con
stitution and the flag and George Washington. Everything
America taught her children to love— her ideals, opportuni
ties, and form of government— he loved. America had made
him thoroughly like the Americans, She had given him the
right to work for and gain a strong, broad education. In
mind and ideas, he was like the rest. America had given
him friends, and yet— there was a small icy film e ween 1
and others. There was a difference he alone coul never c n
quer. It was between him and his family. It was between him
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and his friends, though among his American friends, he often
had to pinch himself to remember the difference.
At times, he was made to remember. There was the
day when, helping Mae with her algebra, he had accidently
brushed her arm. A short hurt spread over him at the recol
lection. And only last week he had overheard Ted and Hurley*s
cracks about "little Jim, the Jap." He remembered bitterly,
too, the fact that because he was Japanese, his education
and his brilliantly outstanding qualifications were not
enough to cover his racial handicap; and so today he sat
correcting math papers.
The difference was color, a color which didn’t
assimilate in a land called the great mixing bowl. And now—
the war. It seemed to brand his color, to burn it in, to
wave it before society. Where things had been hard before,
they now rose up in smothering intensification, and he felt,
for the first time, beaten.
For awhile, though, his hopes had been high. They
were in the airplane. Into his stifled life airplanes had
brought him living, power, an exalting satisfaction. Since
his first hour of solo flying— that day of plunging through
the magnificent solitude of the clouds and the blue and
suddenly realizing that he alone was direnting the uncanny
power of the machine— the idea of the Air Corps stuck in his
mind. For a year he tried to stretch his five feet, no in
ches, to meet Air Corps standards. Then after Pearl Harbor
the height requirements came down to include him; and his
application went in, fully qualified. It came back. They
hadn’t needed to explain.
Next week it would be Fort Lewis; and next week he
would begin a battle. His plight sickened him. So many
fellow soldiers to assure of his Americanism, so much pre
judice to cut through. There would be slurs and side glances.
A few perhaps would rebel. All would talk. Yet it was these
boys and their families before them who had accepted his
family into their country of democracy and shared with these
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Japanese the American heritage of life, liberty, and the.*...
Into this, he had been born American. But the difference was
there; and now, since December 7, it wasn’t hard to remember.
The math papers lay still uncorrected as these
thoughts tumbled through his mind, some jabbing in, others
travelling a worn path. Home# Tomorrow. The emptiness of
these words stiffened him, and his eyes, unseeing, stared
beyond the math books. The sun filtered through the maples,
and his chin sunk further in his small, brown hands.

COMPETITION
— Jo Wheeler
Twilight shadows on the snow,
Gleaming silk in the firelight’s glow,
A snow-decked tree, a frosted pane,
Some apple blossoms in the rain,
These pictures, quick with paint and skill,
The artist captures with his will,
And leaves a gleaming vision there,
So all can see its beauty fair.
While I must try against his deft,
To catch with words the things h e ’s left..

THE CAT
— Patricia Freeman
Daintily through the tall wet grass
Trod the small black wanton;
Her eyes like twin gold sequins flared;
Spun glass whiskers beaded with rain,
Ears of folded silk.

la.

VIGNETTE
— Claire Sinnott
The water rose higher and higher around her as she
sank* Her fingers gradually loosened their hold on the object
she had grasped so desperately* In only a little while the
water would be up to her neck* As she gazed around, her eyes
saw no sign of life whatsoever*
Somewhat terrified she again searched the horizon.
Slowly floating toward her was some indistinct object. She
clutched at it rather wilkly, but it slipped through her
fingers. Again and again she tried to grab it but to no avail.
Each time it eluded her. Yet around her it sailed once more
and this time she was determined to get it. She just had to.
But it seemed that the fates were against her., for again it
sailed past, defying all her efforts to catch it. In. one
desperate move she lunged at it, caught it, but the momen
tum of her lunge carried them both under the water. Puffing
and gasping from the exertion and ducking, she came to the
surface with the object grasped tightly in her lingers.*
"Margaret, shut off that hot water* The tub is
full enough, and for goodness sake, stop playing with the
soapl"
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TALL TALE
■Peggy Mac lay

Mil and you had helped Mrs, McKenzie all morning
for fifteen cents each. First you had sat on the porch
steps and stemmed the berries. It was a race to see who
could hull and fill his big aluminum pan with the red,
luscious strawberries first. Mil always liked to make a
game out of work.
She was your best friend, a big girl for twelve,
with a quiet, easily-led disposition and a round face
peppered with freckles. You were twelve too, ana even bigger
than Mil,— not chubby like Mil, but tall and lanky and awk
ward. You had your first permanent, and your fuzzy blond
hair seemed to emphasize the wide mouth and thin face..
You talked as you quickly pulled off the green caps
with a deft motion of your thumb and forefinger.
"Well, your Ma said y a ’ cud go eff’n ya earned
your own money, didn’t she? Well, your a-earnin’ it, ain t
ya? Ya don* wanna miss Shirley Temple in her very bes
pitcher, do ya?"
Mil popped a juicy berry into her mouth at each
question, and nodded either an emphatic "uh-uh," or a doubt
ful "uh-huh." Then she leaned on a pudgy elbow and listened
with wide-eyed interest while you quoted the advertisement
that had appeared in the morning’s paper.
You had worked Mil up to a fevered pitch about the

.
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super movie now showing. You had sweated over hot, soapy
water, and Mil had rinsed the clean fruit jars, while Mrs*
McKenzie poured in the colorful strawberry jam. Then you
carried them to the basement and piled them neatly and care
fully on the shelves.
Mrs. McKenzie pushed back a gray straggling lock
from her neck. She wiped off her perspiring face with her
apron. Finally she took her brown purse from the buffet
drawer and gave each of you the promised salary. Mil tied
hers in a hanky and put it in the pocket of her berrystained pinafore. You tucked yours away in faded blue
overalls.
Maphey1s delivery boy had given you a ride to the
theater. Mil asked in a thin quavering voice after you got
out of the truck, "Do you think we can git in for a dime?
I wanna got"
You thought so, if the right strategy were employed.
You wanted to go too. So the two of you tucked the skirts
of your big apple dresses up at the waist and spent a nickel
of your money on ice cream cones before approaching the ticket
office.
Then, stooping your shoulders a bit, slurping the
ice ream, and speaking in a slightly babyish tone so the girl
would think you not yet twelve, you pushed the dimes through
the window and asked for two"I’m sorry, but you girls are over twelve, and you
must pay adult prices," said the pretty girl, shoving the
money back.

*
"Didn’t care much anyway, did we?" you had said.
But you missed Shirley Temple’s best picture. You were too
tall.
Too Tall!

How you hated it.

Ever since you could
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remember, it ha$ been like that,— too tall.
"And. is this really little Margaret? My, how you
have grown, my dear". Y o u ’re going to be just like your
f a t h e r A l l the relatives whom you had ever met in your
life had said exactly that*. You used to wonder why you
hadn’t been worn down to just a sawed-off, stubby thing from
being patted on the head by them all. Anyway, what did they
expect you to do,— shrink?
There were other disadvantages. You were in the
first grade the time it really hurt,— this being too tall.
First the teacher had road the story aloud to the
class, and your heart went out to a little abused doll in
Santa’s toy shop. And then she began to choose the cast for
the Christmas play.
She gave Billy Crane the part of Teddy Bear. He had
knitted his brows and growled ferociously to prove himself
well-suited to the part. Pretty Mary Brower made a lovely
fairy queen, and Kick Collin was just the type for Jack-in-the
box.
The kids giggled excitedly. You clutched the desk
hard, and your knuckles were white. Your pinched face was
pink with anxiety. You wanted so to be the doll in ay ellow
organdy dress. You wanted to cry when the other dolls were
taken, and no little girl wanted you. You wanted to laugh
and dance at midnight on Christmas Eve, when the fairy queen
said you were to be presented to a tiny sick girl who would
"always love you, forever and ever.” You wanted—
"I’ll need the tallest girl in the class for this
next part," said the teacher.
You coughed nervously. You knew what was coming.
You must have known from the first that she would want you
to be the Christmas tree. You knew that Jo Allan would be
chosen to play the doll. You were too tall.

.
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And now, now you were thirteen, and tall, lanky,
awkward. You were thirteen, and too tall. You towered
over the boys at the eighth grade parties. Why you were
even taller than your teacher! You loathed it.
"But, Mom! Do you want everyone to think I'm
just a— just a drip? I can't take my little brother on
a date!" you had wailed.
But Mom was firm about it. She said that you
were too young to have accepted a date anyway, and that
poor little Glenn had been sick for such a long time,
it would be nice for him to go to the show with Joe and you.
Yes, you were too young to have accepted a date,
but not too little! You were tall.
Anyway, it was Joe and Glenn and you who went
to the show. Joe's mother had driven him out to get you.
He was dressed in a clean white sailor suit just like
Glenn's.
You felt like Mrs. Anderson who lived across
the street. You often heard her yell,
"Vill-yam!
Valter! Ve're goin' to da Wadewille tonight!" And then
with the baby in his buggy, and the two boys cleaned and
dressed and tugging to her skirt, they went to see the
movies on every Wednesday night.
Joe's mother had raised a quizzical eyebrow, but
Joe didn't seom to mind having Glenn come along. You
sank back into the deep soft cushions of the Murphy's
car and closed your eyes, ^t was terrible to be a drip—
and tall.
Then you thanked Mrs. Murphy for coming out to get
you. She smiled and waved. Joe said he thought you were
sweet, and you stumbled over the bicycles that were always
piled before the theater during matinees. You were so
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lanky and awkwardI
You. wanted to pay for Glenn’s ticket * After all,
Joe hadn’t invited Glenn to come along as his guest.
But Joe was polite and manly, even if he was little and
short, lie smoothed back his closely-cropped hair and pulled
down his sailor blouse. Then he marched right up to that
ticket office.
”Two children and one adult?"

asked the lady.

Joe nodded.

SONNET, "BUILDING"

— John Philips

Just as a builder builds foundations grand
To uphold tons of granite and cement
That form a great and lasting monument
To liberty in life and love of land,
And pours the concrete in with eager hand
To form great molds of far and broad extent,
And views his finished work with great content
And feels within a pride we understand;
So should a people build their country high
With most regard to what goes down below,
Like unity and love, which underly
A stable nation starting to up-grow,
And through the years must keep a watchful eye
That these foundations keep intact, yet grow.
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-MY EARLY

pBOTOCaRAEHS
Marjorie Stiles

It isn’t exceptionally flattering— your hair
was too short, and bangs aren’t exactly your type. And
you were affectionately tagged "Pie-Face," a rather uncom
plimentary title for an'innocent little five-year old who
didn’t k n o w m a n y big words with which to defend herself,
and got those few she did know mixed up. You were sitting
on top of an old rail fence, your head thrown back and your
mouth wide open as usual. You didn’t care how you looked
in those days; you had not yet learned the fine arts
"How To Be Beautiful in Ten Easy Steps.” You were wearing
a pair of your brother’s old faded overalls and a pair of
black rubber boots, with a red handkerchief knotted gaily
about your throat. That was the day your were playing
"Cowboy," remember*1 More than likely your willow pinto
pony Adelaine was tied somewhere behind the house.
He was a very special pony— his head forked at the end so
the reins could be tied on conveniently. You were near y
heart-broken the day your dad backed the car over Adelaine,
splintering his beautiful spotted back. You cried for a
long time.
That old grease-covered picture brings to mind
another memory, the memory of a summer ten years after.
You have a picture of you in a silk cowboy shirt, faded
blue jeans (they were really all the style that summer)
tucked into scuffed brown leather boots. Your hair was
blowing back from your face in a long Brenda Frazier gla
mour bob, for fifteen is so ultra-glamorous. You were
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standing by a pinto pony, one arm flung across his neck.
You looked happy in that picture, still an innocent PieFace who didn't know too many big words. But you weren't
happy. Your heart was broken, not because Dad ran over
your stick horse. This time your heart was crushed, and
inside you would never smile again; true love had spurned
you.
You tried not to show that the sunshine had gone
out of your life, and you smiled a forced little smile
as you watched your best girl-friend ride down the trail
with Johnnie• You kept up a pretty good front until you
reached the safety of your bedroom— but then— you cried
for a long time.

THE FATE OF MORTIMER
— Leo Page

Mortimer was a fat, chunky, stubtailed little
gopher. His entire outlook on life was eat, eat eat—
except for one thing— he wanted to see the spring and smell
its freshness. He was born in midsummer and was two months
old when came time for his big sleep. So he gorged his fat
belly on roots, grass, and old rotting wood till he looked
like something from Mars.
Then he rolled down his hole.
All winter he dreamed of the spring; he couldn't
wait to see the flowers burst open, hear the first robin
sing, and above all, smell the fresh, cool air.
It was the first of ^*ay, and Mortimer was on his
way out when a strange, new smell greeted his dilated anti
cipating nostrils. Could this be spring air? lie inhaled
deeply, smiled and rolled back down the hole. Cheated
out only one foot from a breath of spring air'.
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Fanner Brown pulled out the nozzle, pushed it down
another hole, and remarked, "Poison gas gets rid o ’ gophers."

SALVATION
— Leo Page

They threw him up in the air with a message that
could mean life or death to 500 starving, exhausted sol
diers. Straight toward his destination he flew— ove.r the
Seine River, down low through Belleau Wood to escape heavy
fire and across the English Channel.
Over the Channel also was circling another token
of death, a huge falcon with claws like razors to rip,
tear, and slash the luckless homer he happened to spy.
The falcon stopped in midair, looked down to joake sure,
and set off for the chase. He was spotted as soon as he
spotted.
Over the White Cliffs of Dover the race was
coming to a close with the pigeon and five hundred men
the losers. Then a bolt of blue shot out of the sky,
like a piece of i t , and struck the falcon on its fragile
wing. The destroyer reeled crazily to earth.
Tomorrow there111 ie bluebirds over the White
Cliffs of Dover, but one less than there were today.

ONE FOR FIFTY
— Leo Page

Lunch was over and the lazy worker struggled
to their feet, It would be another half hour before the
boss could get any work out of his crew. There were lots
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of rails to be cleaned before the next train came* Richie,
the torp man, the guy who puts torpedoes on the track to
warn workers of approaching trains and vice versa, was
well on his way to his post around the curve. The sultry
summer wind hit him in the face like a dose of chloroform.
"Pretty soft," he thought, as he reached in his pockets
to reassure himself that the torpedoes were there.
Train was n ’t due for an hour; might as well sit down for
a while.
As he awoke, he stretched and looked up to see
a train approaching at too great a speed for the sharp
curve ahead. Suddenly he remembered— there were no tor
pedoes on the track to warn the workers* It was too far
to run; the train would have gotten in its dirty work before
he was half way there. Some of the workers farther down
would escape.
But think of his friends who would bear
witness to his carelessness. He reached into his pockets for
the torpedoes; they would not come; they were stuck.
Only two or three seconds and the train would be there—
’’I ’m fifty any.vay" was his thought.
The section crew heard the sharp reports and
clambered to safety as the train roared by.
At quitting time, he was found cut across the
middle.
’’I knew the drink would catch him," said the
boss dryly.
"He always was careless."

STRATEGY
— #etty McElhiney
Ah, little dog from across the street,
I know why you chew the strings on my feet.
You know this deception has succeeded before
To distract my attention as you slip in my door-
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KILLED A CAT TOO
— Leo Page

I knew a kid who broke an arm— and his curiosity
got the best of him. He was only about six years old,
kind of a funny little person. Well, some of his friends
got to tapping his arm, and one of them remarked how
hollow the cast sounded, as if maybe his arm wa s n ’t even
there.
The cast w a s n Tt due to come off for about a
month and with the subject preying on the boy’s mind as
it did, he began losing weight and getting big bags under
his eyes. Since the cast covered his whole arm, he couldn’t
be sure, and he was really getting worried. He could
feel its not being there.
The kids, seeing how he was feeling, began
comforting him by telling him it was there. But the thought
was too far advanced, and none of them could stop him
from putting his arm on a block and chopping it off at
the elbow » It was there all right.

THE NEW GYM
— Howard Larson
Ho o f ’s on
W o r k ’s not done
The men shout, hammers sound
The noise drowns out the teacher*s voice all day.

.
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JUST YOUR SIZE— AND FIVE
—

Peggy Mac lay

See, h e ’s a wisp of a lad for five. Yet sturdy
legs are stretched in dictatorial fashion, the better to
display shining new boots.
Dressed in a short-pant suit
of blue serge, with a neat white collar, he stands, hand
extended to touch an opening bud on the lilac bush. A
smile lurks at the corner of his mouth. His eyes seem
solemn and wistful. Tousled curls make him less angelic.
A baseball bat lies ready for action at his feet,
for the older boys allowed Jack to play with them. He was
wise for five. He could count and knew his multiplication
tables, -^e could write his name and play an intelligent
game of ball. He did not quarrel and never cried.
This is a picture of your brother Jack, who
died nearly a year before you were born. He was accidentally
struck by the family car as it was being driven into the
garage. His leg was broken, not seriously, painfully;
but he did not cry. Jack was brave.
At the hospital they gave him ether before setting
the broken bone. Pneumonia set in, and he died.
Before
dropping off into a heavy eternal sleep, Jack winked back
an occasional tear that tried to find a path down his solemn
cheek. He held tightly to your mother’s hand for assurance.
"They w o n ’t cut off my leg, will they, Moms?''
You found this brother Jack and you haven’t for-
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gotten him. In the far corner of the orchard on a warm
spring day, you sat unmindfully on the wet muddy bank be
neath the leafy branches of your favorite tree. Your face
was streaked with dirt from the hot tears of a recent
tantrum, for you were a spoiled, willful child, not at all
like Jack. You cried when you couldn’t play with the Walt
ers boys, who had the measles. You cried when you were made
to wear anything suggestive of femininity. You cried when
the boys called you "Margaret,” as they invariably did, so
that you would quit tagging them.
f,Ba-bie, Margaret I Aw, go
play with Kathie and Mildred and Ann*” Of course you didn’t
want to cry. But, nevertheless, the tears would come, and
you’d rub your eyes until the grime from dirty hands would
make them sting, and your face was freakishly mottled.
Then you would go to your tree, for you found con
solation in this strong, infallible part of nature that could
not scream, "Baby, ba-biel” at you when you gave uncontrolled
vent to your feelings. It was a place to go where you could
lie flat on your stomach in tall, cool grass and bemoan having
been born a girl.
You were five, too, and you saw him there just as
he looks in that picture, with tousled curls, and the shinning
new boots, your brother, just your size— and five. You were
not surprised that he should come to you, yet you did not
speak. You stared admiringly at shining new boots. You look
ed up at him unashamed of red—rimmed eyes, for Jack, like the
tree, would not scoff at the tears.

voice.

He pointed to the boots and spoke in a clear sweet
"There’s a pair for you, too, in our closet."
You stood spellbound.

"I’ve come to play with you, Butch," he said.
"We shall have ever so much fun*”

cally.

Then, "Butch!" you whispered hoarsely, ecstati
"Oh! you’ve called me BUTCH!"
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Pell-mell to the house you scampered, hand in hand,
you and your brother, who was just your size— and five.
Moms let you wear the boots. You left her no open
ing to refuse.
"Please, Moms, let me wear them. Please?
You can take them away if I Tm mad even once I”
Then it was Jack and you together, in shining new
boots.
It was Jack and you with unstained faces, for you
were no longer spoiled or willful— Jack and you, and marble
games, paper boats and rubber guns, roller skates and base
ball bats— but Jack and you.
K
That summer was an avalanche of frolic. Jack
found new games to teach you. He knew the best places for
fishing "minnies" and building cardboard shanties. Yet he
let you boss. And he called you BUTCH!
Jack said his prayers with you at night, and his
boots were beside your bed. But no one knew. Jack was
yours. He liked you best and he told you so. You wouldnrt
share him with the rest. You crowded Kathie at the table to
make room for him, but she didn’t guess.
Then one day you heard Moms telling Dad that you
never played with the boys or the Walters kids or Kathie,
Ann, and Mildred anymore, that you played alone in the
corner of the cherry orchard or galloped down the dusty cowpath on your wooden "Dobbin."
"I guess Peg will be glad to have a baby brother,”
he said.
It was n ’t many days after that you woke up to find
Moms gone and just Kathie, Ann, and Mildred there.
"We’ve got a new baby brother," Kathie informed you.
"His name is Glenn. ’’
You mumbled some response, but you really didn’t
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care.
five.

.

You had a brother Jack, who was just your size--and

Then they brought Moms and the new baby home.
Glenn was red and funny, and he cried. Moms cried, too be
cause you tried to sell him to the milkman for a nickle.
You didn’t want to make Moms cry, but Glenn WAS
red and funny. So Jack and you walked slowly, hand-in-hand,
to your tree in the corner of the orchard. You lay down
there, flat on your stomach in the tall, cool grass. Jack
lay, arms folded beneath his head, staring at the graying
sky.
"You can teach Glenn where to fish ’minnies’ and
how to play ball," he consoled you in his soft, sweet voice.
"Glenn is such a little fellow. H e ’ll need someone like you,
Butchi"
You knew he was leaving, and you closed your eyes.
As in a game of hide-and-seek, he left. You lay there for a
long time.
Finally you sat up and tugged off the boots, now
no longer new or shining. A red mark showed where they
cramped your little toes, for you were six, and they belonged
to Jack. He was your brother— and five.
You would teach Glenn to fish "minnies" and play
balls It would be Glenn and you, and marble games, paper
boats and rubber guns, roller skates and baseball bats.
Barefooted you walked through the tall, cool grass
of the orchard carrying tiny, worn boots in your hand. You
placed them far back in the closet, never to be worn again.
That was goodbye to Jack.
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BO CHAK AND^TEEJFRINCE -OF. CHINA.
<
— Elizabeth Heed

Once long ago in China there ruled an emperor who
was so good and just that in all his flowery kingdom there
was nothing but happiness. Thi* good emperor loved his peo
ple greatly, but there was one thing he loved more; that was
his little son. All the people loved the little prince too,
fwr he was sweet as a lotus blossom and as radiant as the
golden roofs on the Mandarin palace.
All was peace and joy in the empire until one dark
night when an evil witch named Bo Ohan^ awoke from a sleep of
a hundred years into which the emperor*s grandfather had
forced her* Bo Chan at once began to seek revenge and since
the old ruler was dead she decided to avenge herself on her
grandson. She mounted her magic dragon and roared over the
once happy kingdom until all of China was sad and desolate.
At last the people came to the emperor and begged
him to save them and he promised to do what he could. He
knew of a high hill over which Bo Chan often flew, so he
climbed this hill and waited for her to come.
At last just as the sun began to sink in the pur
ple west he saw her flying toward him.
**Bo Chan” , he shout
ed, "Our land is in ruin. What can I do to appease you?**
Bo Chan laughed and answered, "There is only one
thing you can do. Give me your son, the royal prince."
The emperor cried out in great sadness, "I cannot
give you what you ask. Take my life, my kingdom, but not
my little son." Suddenly he looked down and there stood
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the little prince at his side, and Bo Chan, before the em
peror could move, snatched the fair child and flew away call
ing back, "I am appeased!
I am appeasedt"
Bo Chan was a cruel and wicked woman. She planned
to kill the prince with hideous torture, but as she held the
shining boy to her heart she was charmed by the innocent
child and softened toward him. She lifted her golden wand
and turned him into a little golden dog with clear brown eyes
and the loving ways of the prince. She then took him to the
temple of Sen Tong, the god of laughter, and there he and his
kind lived forever as the sacred dogs of the temple.
Today not only in China but all over the war-torn
world, one can find the decendents of the dear little prince.
They bring happiness wherever their bowed legs carry them.
The silly little dog that is known as the Pekingese is really
a child of the royal prince of China.

TO A PEKINGESE
— Elizabeth Reed
Oh, little dog", whose kind has seen
The dynasties of China rise and fall,
Do you regret and mourn the leave
Of scarlet temple and of shining wall?
You wee bowlegged example of an oriental art,
You bring the glory of Cathay to my prosaic heart..
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A I N ’T WHAT YOU D O ---— Jean Wessinger

"Coedequette" is an active problem on every univer
sity campus from Maine to California. To mold Hattie Highschool into the swish college co-ed glowing from the pages of
Mademoiselle is a task of no small proportion, Hattie must
not only learn to adhere strictly to the rules of moral con
duct, but she must know as well, i^f it is done, why it is done
and how. To accomplish this "Taming of the Shrew" the Ass
ociated Women Students of each university have compiled
pamphlets which instruct in every social problem that might
confront the embryonic sub-ded. Hattie is taught how to tie
her shoe laces in a double loop-the-loop; how to go back home
to retain her poise even though her stocking is held up only
by the precarious fray of one garter. Hattie should emerge
from her homespun cocoon, a gracious example of what a co-ed
seldom is.
One of the more important reasons for your coming
to college is to meet people,
"A real lady," Robert Louis
Stevenson once said, "is one who can meet a king without em
barrassment, and a coal heaver, without embarrassing him,"
To carry Hattie through her early ordeals, the University of
Washington suggests that a standard form be memorized,
"Miss Fair-Sex, may I present Mr. Tall-^and-Handsome? "
"Mrs, Has-a-Man, this is Miss Looking-for-one.
"Mr. Octogenarian, Miss Teen-age."

it
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A handshake should be a happy medium between a dead fish and
an Amazonian strangle-hold and never must an extended hand be
rejected even though it be the grimy paw of the roommates
10-year-old brother. Later, when seeing a person to whom
you’ve been introduced don’t hesitate to be friendly---even
though he looks right through you. H e ’ll know you next time I
If Hattie has mastered the Washington technique she
is by now, well acquainted and trudging along the road to
social success. But obstacles loom large before her as she
is confronted with her first blind date.
’’Once you take the
risk, follow through," is the advice of the women from the
University of Colorado.
"If you’ve been gypped, forget about
it, for the law of averages will give you a break next time.
He took just as big a chance as you and for all you know
thinks he was even more badly stung,."
Oh, a date Hattie, and yo u ’re riding! Remember
that these new fangled gadgets arouse Galahadic chivalry in
men. Though you could carry him piggy-back across Time square
he must think you are as fragile as the scent of lilacs. He
solicitously assists you in, sees that your wrap and shirt
w o n ’t be cut off completely, runs agilely around the car to
his own side and hops in. Connecticut College co-eds think
it a nice gesture to flip the handle of the door for the
gentlemen---especially when it is pouring rain.
Of course
it all depends on a girl’s sense of humor.
Desmosthenes became a great orator by practicing
with pebbles in his mouth, which brings Hattie to the great
game of ‘"consumers cooperation" or what not to do at the
dinner table. Arizona women refer this art to the realms
of Bnily Post. Keeping your overtaxed mind on the fact that
you haven’t been hunger-striking with Gandi, is perhaps the
prerequisite to the skill of eating.
Then there’s the question of picnics and it ijs a
question. No one can tell Hattie just what to do when the
last couple has drifted from the campfire and she finds her
self with Johnny Rowdy-Dow in the depths of Hesitation Park.
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Oregon State College sums it up with the sage advice, "Stick
with the crowd” and incidentally stay with your own man.
Picnic rules at the University of Idaho state that:
1. There
shall be no picnics after dark. 2. That no blankets of any
sort be taken, and 3. That if it be necessary for a woman to
sit on the lap of a gentleman, she carry a newspaper for that
express purpose.
(Hattie, who thought picnics were uncensored
affairs, is fairly gasping by now, but then aren't we all;)
College has a way that requires quick trans
formations so you, Hattie must be as adaptable as your re
versible top-coat. The University of Maine sticks to the old
adage that variety is the spice of life. If your big evening
turns out to be a costume affair, just don't put up your hair
the night before, and go as "The Rains Came.” Scoot from
slacks to formal and back again but always remember you're
having a marvelous time. Obvious enjoyment is contagiousI
You needn't worry too much Hattie, about the hours
you should keep. Deans have a way of simplifying those minor
problems. Drinking is generally frowned upon. Even the most
glamorous of co—eds finds it difficult to scintillate when her
hair has slipped and her footing promises to with each step.
Moreover, a glaring rule confronts you in all the student
pamphlets from coast to coast:
"No woman shall drink in
toxicating licquor in the dormitories or on the campus."
"If you indulge in the wicked week,” advise the
women at Bringham Young University, "Do it for its own sake,
not to show people how wicked and daring you are.” Remember
smoking requires more than just the habit so carry your own
equipment. Graceful swirls and a swan neck are the marks of
a self-conscious smoker, not a sophistocated one.
Of course there have been telephone calls by now
for our All-American-Hatt ie. The University of Minnesota
contributes a bit of phonetiquette.
"Remember when you
answer the phone, that it might be for you, so use your
best voice. Don't drone "Will you take it, Janet---it's
just a girl," in a voice that hits low C and never be guilty
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of shrilling out an awed "Mary, it’s a man."
too, that telephone brevity is a virtue.

.

Remember

Perhaps w e ’re rushing things but there still
remains the question of pin planting.
I t ’s great sport
if you want to take it that way, iiattie, but the University
of North Carolina, prefers that you wouldn’t. "It all a i n Tt
bein’ done at C a ’olinah." If your pin does signify love,
moonlight and roses, wear it only on your daytime clothes.
And when your love has grown as cold as Fuget Sound, send
the pin back.
There you have it, iiattie. We have only touched
the highspofcs knowing that you are quite capable of carrying
on alone. You are still a diamond in the rough but perhaps
this inter-collegiate bull session will make your college
life run just a tiny bit smoother. We hope so.
So now it’s good-night.
Good-nights that start
with a "well— uli— " and continue on indefinitely lose
some of their sparkle and freshness so to you, Hattie,
"Good-night------and God bless you!"

DISILLUSIONED
— Gertrude I nd re land

Has that which I treasured most
Of all things, flown away?
Have all my hopes and daydreams
So soon been led astray?
Or was it I who lost them
When the fairies danced by
And stole the heart I wanted,
And left my hopes to die.
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HOW THE MOOH BECAME BEAUTIFUL
— -Wilbur Carver
About six thousand years ago the face of the Moon
became changed in a single night. Before that time his face
had been so dark and gloomy that no one liked to look at him*
and for this reason he was always very sad*
One day he complained to the flowers and to the
stars— for they were the only things that would ever look
in his face*
He said* nI do not like to be the Moon* I wish I
were a star or a flower. If I were a star, even the smallest
one, some great general would care for me; but alas! I am
only the Moon and no one likes me* If I could only be a
flower and grow in a garden where the beautiful earth women
come* they would place me in their hair and praise my fragrance
and beauty. Or, if I could even grow in the wilderness where
no one could see me, the birds would surely come amd sing
sweet songs for me* But I am only the Moon and no one honors
me*”
The stars could not help; they were born there and
it was their duty and work to make the sky beautiful*
The flowers could not help* They lived in a garden
near a beautiful maiden named Tseh-N*io. The Moon went to
see the maiden and immediately fell in love with her and begged
her many times to come with him and they would be as one—
perfect* Finally the maiden Tseh-Nfio fell in love with the
Moon and went to live with him and returned to the earth no
more*
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The face of the Moon is very beautiful now* It is
happy and bright and gives a soft, gentle light to all the
world. And there are those who say that the Moon is like
Tseh-N^io, who was once the most beautiful of all earth
maidens#

THANKFUL?

FOR WHAT?
— -Jean Larsen

Yes, just twelve o fclock; no, not very late*
Oh, just give me a cup of coffee and a hamburger;
Rather attractive, the waitress, I mean*
I wonder if shefs satisfied with what life has given her*
I wish I could think of the name of the song theyfre playing
om the juke box*
Something about the army*
That girl over there, sitting on the stool,
Looks sort of dreamy* SweetheartTs in the service more
than likely.
Yes, and h e Ts not the only one*
There were many before him, and it*s not unlikely there111
be many after*
"KNP now brings you the latest news, hot off the press*
More plane crashes— floods, thousands left homeless—
Hitler1s troops advancing on Russian front— fires—
explosions*
Thanksgiving brings two state holidays*” Thanksgiving?
What are we to be thankful for in this world of want, misery,
privation?
This world of chaos. This world of— "Buy defense bonds”—
"Keep the boys happy,” and give, give, give.
"Taxes go higher*” Tax this, tax that, tax everything.
Strikes— floods— war— taxes— fires— and we're supposed to
be thankful1
All right, I am. And for what?
Thankful for my home, my family, my friends.
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Thankful that I ’m able to express m y opinions freely,
I can listen to m y radio, whether it be jazz or a political
battle being fought over the wires,
Whenever I pick up a magazine it contains not only the
ideas of one, but of many in regard to political
situations.
All in all, I fm thankful for this opportunity our demo
cracy affords m e — -of being able to enjoy life to
its fullest.
I'm sure the sweetheart of that girl feels the same
as I do.
I hope he does— I hope every man in our armed forces
feels that way.
In that event I know our democracy will be preserved; if
i t ’s worth living for, i t ’s worth dying for, if
that be necessary.
W h a t ? ^losing time already? I hadn't realized it was
so late.
How much? Fifteen cents? Keep the change.

LIFE
--John Philips
Life
Is like the ticking
Of a clock:
A feeble,
Monotonous cry that
For a few brief seconds
Enchants its Maker,
And then is left to die.

CHARACTER SKETCH
— Richard White

Her hair, grayed by the years of worry and anxiety,
was fixed in a neat bob on the back -of her head and was
held in place by an ivory comb that was yellowish with age.
Even at this great age her face retained a' part of the
beauty that had once been hers, for her cheeks were pink
even though her face was creased, thin, and drawn by the
multi-numbered wrinkles which resided there. - Her cheek
bones were high and prominent, and the skin was tightly
stretched over them. The wrinkled old ears, having been
pierced at an early age, and set with jlain gold rings.,
had always been a mystery to us children.
Her eyes were pools of laughing blue water, even
now reflecting back the joys and sorrows of her life.
She held her head high, with an air of proudness, and lifted
her tired, bent shoulders so that none would know of the
burdens that had rested there. Her hands were rough and
dalloused like those of a man, symbols of the seasons of
plowing, sowing, reaping, and other toil in the fields.
A wide gold ring adorned the third finger of her left hand.
The hands were thin, and the knuckles protruded unevenly.
Even her body was slender and well-proportioned.
Except for that foot, the one which had seen the weight
of a plow slide over it, leaving it mangled and weak, her
posture was perfect.
Because of this hardship she walked
with a slight lira.} , but always did she stand straight and
tall. As long ago as
can remember, her clothes had

been home-made and fashioned in a conservative manner.
Whenever I think of her, I always remember first her spotless
gingham aprons that were starched stiff and tied with big bows*
On Sundays it was always the same long, blue velvet dress
she wore with a small, gold locket at the throat. The blue
of her eyes shining out to blend with the blue of that
dress is a thing I shall never forget.

LOUISIANA INTERLUDE
— Patricia Freeman

While Gillian sank back in the soft gray upholstery,
the tires of the car hissing loudly on the wet pavement lulled
her into half-dreams. She forgot her irritation over her
wrinkled, clammy dress, limp with the ai r Ts saturating
moisture and clinging warmly to her back. She wriggled
her toes around in her shoes, feeling the gritty sand left
from wading in the Gulf, recalling how the warm gray water
had lapped around her bare ankles in smooth folds.
Through half-closed eyes, she traced the lean
outline of her father’s head against the streaked wind
shield till her mind ached with the stupid repetition.
The outside world was almost completely shut out by the
spattered foggy panes. Here and there she glimpsed dim
trees as they shot by, twisted and distorted by the trick
ling water.
The car had just emerged from a dark forest of
huge dripping oaks and a blinding rain that beat down in
silver sheets as though it would batter the roof to shreds.
Far ahead another dense forest and another belt of rain,
a broad gray pillar in the smudgy, gray-green sky. The
sun was beginning to glow faintly in the west, no brighter
than an angel’s halo.
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Abruptly her swimming consciousness was jarred
as the car rocked and skidded wildly over the slippery road*
Blowout! The car careened to a halt; and Gillian climbed out
slowly behind the others, sighing over an unfinished dream,
and stood a little apart. Let the men struggle with the
rusty bolts and mud-caked tires; there was nothing she could
do.
How the silence rang in her ears, unfathomably
deep, wave after wave of thick, unbroken stillness engulf
ing the empty country side! As far as she could see
stretched broad, swampy rice fields choked with coarse,
green grass, fading into a soft gray blur in the distance.
Far from the patched and torn highway, two or three tiny
shanties, doors and windows gaping, roofs sagging, scarred
the vast green expanse. Did anyone really live in such
places? That morning they had passed several abandoned,
tumble-down plantation houses swarming with negroes* Negroes
overflowed onto the ramshackle porches and filled the muddy
dooryards*
By this time Gillian was accustomed to seeing
ten negroes for every white.
The black mire under her feet oozed with water
as though there had recently been a great flood. The
heavy, warm air carried on its drenched breath the fragrance
of the tall grass and of the pink clover that reared its
ragged head in a near-by hollow. As she stood motionless,
a tiny green frog suddenly leaped high before her startled
eyes and disappeared behind a clump of weeds.
From down the misty road a small group.of negros
approached. As they slowly drew closer, she discerned two
tall, erect women,
charcoal black, dressed in faded yellow
and pink cotton, and between them a young boy in torn over
alls. They glided over the soft wet grass at the side of
the road, their bare black feet sinking into the cool damp
ness. Their air of charm and utter simplicity, their sweet
voices and smiles, made Gillian’s heart go out to them as
they came along-sido. They were no longer hideously ugly
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creatures to be pitied and shunned. This was their land,
and they fitted perfectly. Her eyes followed them as they
went on down the road toward their little shanty home.
Even their grinding poverty no longer seemed sordid to her.
Then the tire was on.
Briskly the travellers
climbed into their car and sped away.
rfW e T11 have to hurry if we* re to reach New
Orleans by nightfall,” her mother reminded.
/

"They’re the only ones in a hurry for miles,”
thought Gillian.
"They aren’t aware that the time element
has been lost here, and that today is endless.”
Once again they passed the negroes.
were exchanged, and the car sped on.

Smiles

Close ahead loomed another rainstorm muttering
ominously.

GRADE-SCHOOL GLAMOUR BOY
— Marjorie Stiles

’’There goes Danny’s girl-friend’
.
Danny’s girl-friend!”

There goes

"I am not. I hate Danny.” I spat out the words
emphatically and kicked viciously at the ground.
As the bell rang, I marched into the schoolhouse, my nose high in the air. But one of those horrible
seventh graders was laying for me, and as I cane in the
door, a wicked foot sent me sprawling,
tfith my face hot
and uncomfortable, I hurried to my seat and buried my face
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in my geography, wondering if Danny had seen me.
It was
much later that I raised my head to look sideways across
the room. Danny sat over there. He was a grade ahead of
me. The teacher had told me the year before that I could
skip the fourth grade and go right into the fifth, but my
mother wouldnTt let me. Now as I sat looking at hanny
I was thinking, ""Maybe i t Ts a good thing I couldn’t skip.
Boys always like to be smarter than girls anyway."
Suddenly I dived back into my book. Oh!
Of all
the fresh THINGS!
winked at me! For the rest of the
afternoon I kept my eyes on my desk, or confined my gazes
to the window and the teacher.
But I didn’t look at Danny
again- After school I hurried home real fast so nobody
could tease me.
But before I got around the corner, I
heard a shrill voice hollering at me.
"Hey, kid, wait up. I Tve got something to tell
you." It was ^an, my bosom pal, but right now I w a s n 1t
in the mood to see even her.
But there she came, her hair
flying in the sun, her books under one arm. She ran up
to me panting, her eyes sparkling. J a n was pretty fat and
wasn ’t a very good runner.
It always made her made because
I could run fast.
I could beat any girl in the fourth
grade and even some in the fifth.
"Do you know what I just saw?"
"What did you see?" I said a bit absently- I
was wondering if Danny would come past pur house tonight
and get some apples out of the orchard with Chuck- Chuck’s
my brother, a big gangly seventh grader"Well, it was like this. I was cornin’ out of the
schoolhouse and Danny was right in front of me, and do you
know what? H e ’s got your initials written all over the
back of his shirt— in INK."
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I gasped. Then I turned my head away and said
nonchalantly, "Ah, thatTs nothin*. Lotsa kids do that. That1s
nothin’ •,T
"Yes, but I ’m. not through yet," Jan broke in, dis
gustedly.
"Danny was talking to Chuck, and here’s what I
heard him say. He sez, TGuess I ’ll take your sis to the Boy
Scout Banquet. They w o n ’t let a guy in without h e ’s got a
DAME with ’im. I guess I ’ll have to take your sis’.’’
Jan paused dramatically.
"And that’s what I heard,’’
she finished abruptly.
’’I gotta go home a n ’ take care of
Billy now." She turned and I watched her running down the
hill.
But then I saw Danny, and I climbed over the fence and
ran into the house.
I was up in my room changing my dress
(Mother never lets me keep my school clothes on at home)
when I heard Chuck coming in the door.
"Mom. can Danny stay for dinner? We wanna work
on some model planes a n ’ we w o n ’t have time if he has to go
home a n ’ eat,"
"Why, yes, of course, dear."
I gulr>ed. and slipped my school dress back on.
A warm shiver of delight went up my back. I brushed my
hair for ten minutes and put on my best red hair-ribbon.
Then I went down to help Mom get dinner.
"Dory," she said, eyeing my dress, "how many
times must I tell you to change your--"Know it, Mother, but this dress is too dirty to
wear tomorrow anyway. And besides I — I thought we might
have company tonight— or something," I finished lamely.
"Oh, I see." She turned -back to her salad making
and said, "You can set an extra plate tonight, Dory. I think
Danny’s staying for dinner." As I started for the cupboard
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she looked up and said, "Say, Dory, d o n ’t you think it would
be nice to use our good dishes tonight just for a change?"
That’s all she said. M y M o m ’s smart that way.
I guess
she remembers when she was ten years old.
I spent a long time fixing the table and put a
big bowl of roses in the middle.
I could hear Chuck and
Danny hammering ©t their planes in the basement, and I did
a little dance around the table. Then I saw Dad coming in
the gate, and I ran to my room to see if I looked all right.
I stopped at the head of the stairs; then I ran back to M o m ’s
room and found her perfume. M y hands were kind of shaking,
so I spilled a little on my dress.
I heard Chuck and Danny
coming up into the living room. Then I was afraid to go
down, so I went back to my room and started studying my
history.
"Dory!” That was my mother calling me to dinner.
With a sigh I pushed my book away.
I saw Danny watching me
when I walked down the stairs, but by the time I got down
he was busy talking to Chuck. He turned around like he was
real surprised and said, "Oh, b : , Drip."
I said, "Hello, Danny," and fled to the kitchen.
"Everything’s on the table, dear," my mom said.
"Go get Dad and the boys and sit down.
I ’M be there in
just a minute."
I went in and t old them.
with the radio.

Then I started fooling

"Dory, a r e n ’t you going to eat?" Mom called a
bit impatiently.
I went in and my heg^j turned over about
three times* There was one empty chair at the table— right
by Danny. There w a s n ’t anything to do but sit down, so I
sat down by him.
I w a s n ’t very hungry any more.
Everything
tasted kind of dry and chokey.
I kept wanting to say some
thing smart the w a y girlc always did in Tarkington’s books.
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I started to say something but all I did was make a funny
squawk* Chuck looked at me and snickered. Then pretty
soon he snickered again. Danny looked at him and giggled.
Then Chuck threw back his head and howled.
Chuck looks
awfully funny when he laughs and pretty soon Danny was
laughing just as hard. Danny choked and started coughing.
He jumped up to leave the room, but he jumped in such a
hurry that he knocked a glass of milk all over my dress*
He stopped coughing and his face turned redder than the
jello we had for dinner*
"Gee, I'm sorry,Dory.” That was the first time
he ever called me Dory. It was always "Drip" or "Half
pint" or "Infant*" And as he looked at me, his face all
miserable and red, I forgot about the milk dripping off
my dress onto the floor,
I wasn't scared anymore, and I
didn't feel like a first grader the way I always had when
fianny was around.

way."

"It's all right, Danny. My dress was dirty any
I smiled, and I was happy. Danny had called me Dory!

